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Jennifer Johnson, Secretary 
of o f  the tederal Reserve System 
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Madam: 

a banher, I strongly endorse federal bank regulators’ proposal to increase 
o f  batiks eligible for bank streamlined Community Reinvestment Act 

examination $250 million to $500 million elimination holding limit 

$ 1  billion). proposal greatly reduce burden. I am the of 


Trust Co., a bank in 

bank process was  an innovation. a community 
I applaud the agencies for recognizing it is time to expand this critical burden 
benefit to  larger community banks. At this critical time for the economy, this will allow 

banks to focus they do local economies. a 

banh with of tlie large bank process, and 

burdens increase dramatically. devoted to  CRA compliance are 
ava I I for eet tli cred it d . 


asset also more accurately reflects changes and consolidation 

industry in last be against 


peers. not banhs hundreds of time their size. proposed 
right to assess the CRA performance of a $500 million bank o r  a billion banh tlie same 

exam for a billion now stretch coast-to-coact 
assets i n  the of billions of dollars. It is fair to rate a community tlie 
CKA And, the proposed is a good first of 
eligible streamlined CKA should Re to billion, a t  a 


$ 1  billion. 


size banhs eligible does not 

relieve from responsibilities. Since many community banks closely 


with tlie success iability the w i l l  eliminate 

o f  most 
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I n  summary, I believe that increasing asset-size of banks eligible for small bank 
streamlined CRA examination process is an important first step to reducing regulatory burden. 
also support eliminating separate company qualification the streamlined 
examination, since it places coininunity banks that are of a larger holding at a 
disadvantage to their peers. While community banks still comply with the general 

of CRA, change will eliminate some of the problematic and burdensome 
elements of current CRA regulation from banks that are drowning i n  
red-tape. I also agencies to seriously consider raising size of banks 
streamlined examination to $2 billion or, at least, $ 1  billion i n  assets to better reflect the 
demograph i cs of bank i ng stry . 

Sincerely, 

BANK CO. 

R. 
President CEO 
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